Abstract-Collaborative filtering is used to recommend items to a user without requiring a knowledge of the item itself and tends to outperform other techniques. However, pure collab orative filtering technique suffer from the cold-start problem, which occurs when an item has not yet been rated or a user has not rated any items. Incorporating additional information, such as item or user descriptions, into collaborative filtering can address the cold-start problem. In this paper, we present a neural network model with latent input variables (latent neural network or LNN) as a hybrid collaborative filtering technique that addresses the cold-start problem. LNN outperforms a broad selection of content-based filters (which make recommendations based on item descriptions) and other hybrid approaches while maintaining the accuracy of state-of-the-art collaborative filtering techniques.
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I. INTRODU CTION
Modern technology enables users to access an abundance of information. This deluge of data makes it difficult to sift through it all to find what is desired. This problem is of particular concern to companies who are trying sell products (e.g. Amazon or Walmart) or recommend movies (e.g. Netflix). To lessen the severity of information overload, recommender systems help a user find what he or she is looking for. Two commonly used classes of recommender systems are content based filters and collaborative filters.
Content-based filters (CBF) make recommendations based on item/user descriptions and users' ratings of the items. Creating item/user descriptions that are predictive of how a user will rate an item, however, is not a trivial process. On the other hand, collaborative filtering (CF) techniques use correlations between users' ratings to infer the rating of unrated items for a user and make reconunendations without having to understand the item or user itself. CF does not depend on item descriptions and tends to produce higher accuracies than CBF.
However, CF suffers from the cold-start problem which occurs when an item cannot be recommended unless it is has been rated before (first-rater problem) or when a user has not rated any items (new-user problem). This is particularly important in domains where new items are frequently added to a set of items and users are more interested in the new items. For example, many users are more interested, and likely to purchase, new styles of shoes rather than out-dated styles or many users are more interested in watching newly released 978-1-4799-1959-8/15/$31.00 @2015 IEEE movies rather than older movies. Recommending old items has the potential to drive away customers. In addition, making inappropriate recommendations for new users who have not built a profile can also drive away users.
One approach for addressing the cold-start problem is using a hybrid recommender system that can leverage the advantages of multiple recommendation systems. Developing hybrid mod els is a significant research direction [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] . Many hybrid approaches combine a content-based filter with a collaborative filter through methods such as averaging the predicted ratings or combining the top recommendations from both techniques [6] . In this paper, we present a neural network model that infers latent item/user trait vectors (latent neural network or LNN) as a hybrid recOlmnendation algorithm that addresses the cold-start problem. LNN uses a matrix of user/item ratings and user/item descriptions to simultaneously train the weights in a neural network and induce a set of latent user/item trait vectors for matrix factorization.
By incorporating user/item descriptions, LNN is able to address the cold-start problem. We also propose a method for recommending items without any ratings. Most previous methods require at least some ratings in order to recommend an item. Using a neural network allows for flexible architecture configurations to model higher-order and non-linear dependen cies in the data. We find that LNN outperforms other content based filters and hybrid filters on the cold-start problem. Additionally, LNN outperforms its predecessor (UBP) and maintains an accuracy similar to matrix factorization (which does not implicitly handle the cold-start problem) on non-cold start reconunendations.
In Section 11 we review related work to the LNN and in dealing with the cold-start problem. We then formally describe LNN in Section Ill. The results from our experiments are presented in Section IV followed by our conclusions and directions for future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Matrix factorization (MF) has become a popular technique, in part due to its effectiveness with the data used in the NetFlix competition [7] and is widely considered a state-of the-art recOlmnendation technique. Given a matrix X (typically ratings for items given by users), MF finds two smaller matrices U and V such that their product approximates X as close as possible:
X ;::: :; U x V T = X.
These smaller matrices can then be combined to predict all of the missing elements in the original matrix. The value of an element from row r and column c in X is calculated as:
where b u and bi are biases for Ur and V c respectively (typically user and item biases). Since its initial success using stochastic gradient descent, several other variations of MF have also been proposed [8] , [9] , [10] . Salakhutdinov and Mnih extended MF using probabilistic approaches [11] , [12] . Lee et al. extended MF assuming that the matrix is locally low-rank [13] .
While MF is a general technique, it is often used to recommend items to users. Pure collaborative filtering (CF) techniques are not able to handle the cold-start problem for items or users. As a result, several hybrid methods have been developed that incorporate item and/or user descriptions into collaborative filtering approaches. The most common, as surveyed by Burke [6] , involves using separate content based filter (CBF) and CF techniques and then combining their outputs (i.e. weighted average, combining the output from both techniques, or switching depending on the context) or using the output from one technique as input to another. Content boosted collaborative filtering [14] uses CBF to fill in the missing values in the ratings matrix and then the dense ratings matrix is passed to a collaborative filtering method (in their implementation, a neighbor based CF).
Other work addresses the cold-start problem by building user/item descriptions for later use in a recommendation sys tem [15] . The Matchbox system [16] uses user and item meta data Y and z when calculating ratings as:
where Sr = UrYn te = Veze and U and V represent the U and V matrices from matrix factorization. Other hybrid tech niques take a similar approach of using a linear combination of the item features and the induced latent vectors [12] , [17] . Each of these approaches require some known ratings in order to address the cold-start problem.
In contrast to other hybrid approaches, LNN does not require a linear combination of latent features. LNN is based on the idea of generative backpropagation (GenBP) [18] and expands upon unsupervised backpropagation (UBP) [19] . Both GenBP and UBP are neural network methods that induce a set of latent trait vectors. The latent trait vectors form an internal representation of observed values. GenBP adjusts its latent vectors while holding the network weights constant. It has been used to generate labels for images [20] , and for natural language [21] . UBP differs from GenBP in that it trains network weights simultaneously with the latent vectors, instead of training the weights as a pre-processing step. LNN is a further development of UBP that incorporates input features (i.e. item descriptions) with the latent trait vectors.
In the case where LNN is used with linear activation functions and no hidden layers, LNN can be described as:
where (Yr) ue) represents concatenating the given item de scriptor vector and the inferred user meta-data vector. LNN may also be used with nonlinear activation functions and an arbitrary number of hidden layers and nodes which give it power to fit nonlinear manifolds. LNN can also make predictions without any prior ratings from a user/for an item. When Y is empty, and only a single-layer neural network is used with a linear activation function, LNN reduces to MF where the network weights correspond to V and the latent vectors correspond to U [22] .
Ill. LATENT NEURAL NETWORK
In this section, we formally describe latent neural networks (LNN). At a high-level, a LNN is a neural network that induces a set of latent vectors using generative backpropagation while also updating the weights in the network. Generative backprop agation calculates the gradient of the latent vectors with respect to the error and updates them in a manner similar to how the weights are updated in the backpropagation algorithm. Figure 1 provides a high-level diagram of LNN. The underlying idea of LNN is to seamlessly incorporate additional user/item information into the reconunender system. By using non-linear activation functions, unsupervised backpropagation (UBP) may be viewed as a non-linear generalization of MF. UBP utilizes three phases for training to initialize the latent variables, the weights of the model and then to update the weights and latent variables simultaneously. LNN further builds on UBP by integrating item or user descriptions with the latent input variables.
A. Preliminaries
In order to formally describe LNNs, we define the follow ing terms.
• Let X be a given m x n sparse user/item rating matrix, where m is the number of items and n is the number of users.
• Let Y be an m x y matrix, representing the given portion of the item profiles (the item features such as the movie genres that a movie is in or actors in the movie). Again, m is the number of items and y is the number of item features.
• Let U be an m x t matrix, representing the latent portion of the item profiles. These values are inferred by LNN. m is the number of items and t represents the number of latent variables (provided by the user).
• If Xre is the rating for item r by user c in X, then xre is the predicted rating when Y r E Y and Ur E U are concatenated into a single vector qr and then fed forward into the LNN.
• Let Wi j be the weight that feeds from unit i to unit j in the LNN.
• For each network unit i on hidden layer m, let fl mi be the net input into the unit, ami be the output or activation value of the unit, and Omi be an error term associated with the unit.
• Let l be the number of hidden layers in the LNN.
• Let g be a vector representing the gradient with respect to the weights of the LNN, such that gi j is the component of the gradient that is used to refine
Wi j'
• Let h be a vector representing the gradient with respect to the latent inputs of the LNN, such that hi is the component of the gradient that is used to refine U ri E Ur .
We use item descriptions, but user descriptions could easily be used by transposing the X and using user descriptions instead of item descriptions.
As using generative backpropagation to compute the gradi ent with respect to the latent inputs, h, is less commonly used, we provide a derivation of it here. We compute each hi E h from the presentation of a single element Xre E X since we assume that X is typically high-dimensional and sparse. It is significantly more efficient to train with the presentation of each known element individually. We begin by defining an error signal for an individual element, Ere = ( xre -xre ) 2, and then express the gradient as the partial derivative of this error signal with respect to each latent input in U (the non latent inputs Y do not change):
OUri The latent input U ri affects the value of Ere through the net value of a unit ( fl j i) and further through the output of a unit (a j i) . Using the chain rule, Equation 1 becomes:
where aOe and floc represent, respectively, the output values and the net input values of the output nodes (the o t h layer). 
only considers the one output unit, c, for which a known target value is being presented, whereas Equation 4 sums over each unit, j, into which the latent value U ri feeds.
B. Three-Phase Training
To integrate generative backpropagation into the training process, LNN uses three phases to train U and W: 1) the first phase computes an initial estimate for the latent vectors, U, 2) the second phase computes an initial estimate for the network weights, W, and 3) the third phase refines them both together. All three phases train using stochastic gradient descent. In phase 1, the latent vectors in U are induced while there are no hidden layers to avoid the complexities of nonlinear separations. Likewise, phase 2 allows the weights to converge without having to train against moving inputs (i.e.
U is held constant). These two preprocessing phases initialize the system (consisting of both latent vectors and weights) to a good initial starting point, such that gradient descent is more likely to find a local optimum of higher quality. Empirical results comparing three-phase and single-phase training show that three-phase training produces more accurate results than single-phase training, which only refines U and W together (see Gashler et al. [19] ). Pseudo-code for the LNN algorithm, which trains U and W in three phases, is given in Algorithm 1. LNN calls the train_epoch function (shown in Algorithm 2) which performs a single epoch of training. Matrices containing the known data values, X, and the item descriptions, A, are passed into LNN along with the parameters T)', T)", ,,(, A. T) is the learning rate and s' is used to store the previous error score. We note that many techniques could be used to detect convergence. Our implementation decays the learning rate whenever predictions fail to improve by a sufficient amount. Convergence is detected when the learning rate T) falls below T)". "( specifies the amount of improvement that is expected after each epoch, or else the learning rate is decayed. A is the regularization term used in train_epoch. LNN returns U and W. W is a ragged matrix containing weight values for an MLP that maps from each Vi to an approximation of Xi E X.
C. Stochastic gradient descent
For completeness, train_epoch is given in Algorithm 2, which performs a single epoch of training by stochastic gradient descent. This algorithm is very similar to an epoch of traditional backpropagation, except that it presents each element individually, instead of presenting each vector, and it conditionally refines the latent variables, U, as well as the Oe +-(Xre -ae)J'({3e) 5: for each hidden unit i feeding into output unit c do 6: 0i +-wie0cf' ({3i) 7: end for 8: for each hidden unit j in an earlier hidden layer (in backward order) do
9:
OJ +-Lk W j kOkf' ((3 j ) 10: end for I I Refine W by gradient descent 11: for each Wi j E W do
12:
gi j +--O j ai 13: end for 14:
II Refine U by gradient descent II Only update U during phases 1 and 3
15:
if p = true then 16: for i from 0 to t -1 do 17:
end for
19:
ur +-ur -T)(h + AUr ) 
D. Recommending New Items
For many existing hybrid approaches, new items cannot be recommended unless they have recieved as least a certain amount of ratings. Thus, the cold start problem refers to recommending items that have very few ratings. Here, we propose a method for recommending items that have not received any ratings. Predicting a new item poses a challenge since the latent variables for a new item have not been induced. Recall that a content-based filtering creates a model for each user based on item descriptions and corresponding user ratings. LNN, on the other hand, produces a single model which is beneficial when using all of the ratings because the mutual information between users and items can be shared. The shared information is contained in the latent variables. The quality of the latent variables depends on the number of ratings that a user has given and/or an item has received.
To compensate for the lack of latent variables for the new items, we utilize the new _item_prediction function that takes a vector Y new Item representing the description of the new item and is outlined in Algorithm 3. At a high level, predict a rating for the new item. The weighted mode of the predicted ratings of the new item is then returned. The rating from each neighbor is weighted according to how many times it has been rated. By weighting, we mean when selecting the mode from a set of numbers, the predicted rating is added r times to the set where r is the number times that the neighbor item has been rated. We chose to use the mode rather than the mean because the mode is more robust to outliers and achieves better empirical results on the validation sets in our experimentation. As we used binary item descriptions of movie genres, we only considered using the latent variables from items that have the same genre(s) (has a distance of 0). We also only consider items that have been rated at least 50 times. The value of 50 was chosen based on the evaluation of a content based predictor [23] . The number of times that an item has been rated helps to determine the quality of the induced latent variables for an item and provides a confidence level for latent variables.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we present the results from our experiments. We examine LNN using the MovieLens 1 data sets. Although the well-known NetFlix dataset is larger, the MovieLens data sets provide richer meta descriptions (in the form of movie genres), which we use to evaluate the effectiveness of LNN in addressing the cold start problem. The runtime complexity of LNN is approximately the same as matrix factorization in the case where only a single layer is used, and it scales linearly with the number of weights in the neural network. Therefore, LNN can easily handle datasets as large as, or larger than, the NetFlix data. Other data sets provide unstructured data such as twitter information or a set of friends on last.fm from which input variables could be created. As this paper focuses on the performance of LNN rather than feature creation from unstructured data, we chose to use the MovieLens data set.
The MovieLens data set has multiple versions of different sizes. We examine the versions "ml-100k", "ml-1m", and "ml1OM100k". The ml-100k data set contains 100,000 ratings from 943 users on 1682 movies where each user has rated at least 20 movies. It has a density level of 6.3%. The ml-1m data set contains 1,000,209 ratings from 6,040 users on 3,952 movies and has a density level of 4.2%. The ml-1OM100K data set contains 10,000,054 ratings from 71,567 users on 10,681 movies and has a density level of 1.3%.
We compare LNN with several other recommendation systems: 1) content-boosted collaborative filtering (CBCF), 2) content-based filtering (CBF), 3) nonlinear principle com ponent analysis (NLPCA), 4) unsupervised backpropagation (UBP), and 5) matrix factorization (MF). We use LNN with and without three phase training. This is equivalent to a hybrid UBP and hybrid NLPCA technique. LNN with three phase training is denoted as LNN3PT.
For each recommendation system, we test several param eter settings. CBF uses a single learning algorithm to learn the rating preferences of a user. We experiment using na"ive Bayes (as is commonly used Melville et al. [14] ), linear regression, a decision tree, and a neural network trained with backpropagation. The same learning algorithms are also used for CBCF. The number of neighbors for the nearest-neighbor portion of CBCF ranges from 1 to 64. For MF, the number of latent variables ranges from 2 to 32 and the regularization term from 0.001 to 0. 1. In addition to the values used for MF for the number of latent variables and the regularization term, the number of nodes in the hidden layer ranges from 0 to 32 for UBP, NLPCA, LNN, and LNN 3PT . For each experiment, we randomly select 20% of the ratings as a test set. We then use 10% of the training set as a validation set for parameter selection. Using the selected parameters, we test on the test set and using 1O-fold cross-validation.
A. Results
The results comparing LNN with the other recommenda tion approaches are shown in Table I . We report the mean absolute error (MAE) for each approach. The bold values represent the lowest value for each approach. The algorithms that use latent variables are significantly lower than those that do not (CBCF and CBF), thus demonstrating the predictive power of using latent variables for item recommendation. Latent inputs also allows one to bypass feature engineering -often a difficult process.
On ml-100k, the addition of the item descriptions to NLPCA and UBP (LNN and LNN 3PT ) improves the per formance compared to only using the latent variables. The runtime performance of LNN and LNN 3PT is similar to matrix factorization, which is widely considered state-of-the-art in recommendation systems when comparing MAE. 2 For the other data sets, the MAE scores are similar to, but do not exceed those of matrix factorization. In fact, they are similar to those of NLPCA and UBP. This implies 1) that having more data improves the values of the latent variables and 2) that the sparser the ratings matrices are the less predictive the item descriptions become.
B. Cold Start Problem
The power of LNN and LNN 3PT is demonstrated with the cold-start problem. As was discussed previously, MF and other pure collaborative filtering techniques are not able to address the cold-start problem despite being able to perform very well on items that have been rated previously a certain number of times. (They also suffer from the gray sheep problem which occurs when an item has only been rated a small number of times.) LNN and LNN 3PT are capable of addressing the cold-start problem while still obtaining similar performance to matrix factorization. To examine the cold-start problem, we remove the ratings for ten randomly chosen movies from each data set. The recommendation systems were trained using the remaining ratings using the parameter setting found in the previous experiments.
The results for recommending new items using new _item_prediction are provided in Table IT . The values at the top of each section of the table correspond to the movie id in the MovieLens data set. The bold values represent the lowest MAE value obtained. No single recommendation system produces the lowest MAE for all of the movies, suggesting that some recommendation systems are better than others for a given user and/or item as has been suggested previously [24] . In most individual cases and on average, LNN and LNN 3PT produce the lowest MAE on the new items. This shows the importance of using latent variables. CBCF uses CBF to create a dense matrix (except for the ratings corresponding to the active user) and then uses a collaborative filtering technique on the dense matrix to recommend items to the user. Thus, more emphasis is given to the CBF which generally produces poorer item recommendations than a collaborative filtering approach. LNN, on the other hand, utilizes the latent variables and their predictive power. CBCF 2 The values for other versions of matrix factorization that are not based on stochastic gradient descent perform similarly. The results for other matrix factorization approaches can be found at http://prea.gatech. edu/features.html# benchmark on the ml-lm data set. We choose to use stochastic gradient decent since it is most similar to LNN. is also very memory and computation ally expensive. CBCF did not finish on the lOMlOOK data set.
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented a neural network with latent input variables capable of recommending unrated items to users or items to new users which we call a latent neural network (LNN). The combination of the latent variables and the input variables allow information and correlations among the rated items to be represented while also incorporating the item descriptions in the recommendation. Thus, LNN is a hy brid recommendation algorithm that leverages the advantages of collaborative filtering and content based filtering.
Empirically, a LNN is able to achieve similar results to state-of-the-art collaborative filtering techniques such as matrix factorization while also addressing the cold-start problem. Compared with other hybrid filters and content-based filter ing, LNN achieves much lower error when recommending previously unrated items. As LNN achieves similar error rates to the state-of-the-art filtering techniques and can make recommendations for previously unrated items, LNN does not have to be retrained once new items are rated in order to recommend them.
As LNN is built on a neural network, it is capable of modeling higher-order dependencies and non-Iinearities in the data. However, the data in the MovieLens data set and many similar data sets is well suited to using linear models such as matrix factorization. This may be due in part to the fact many of the data sets are inherently sparse and nonlinear models could overfit them and reduce their generalization. As a direction of future work, we are examining how to better incorporate the non-linear component of LNN. We are also looking at integrating both user and item descriptions with latent input variables to address the new user problem and the new item problem in a single model.
